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Editorial 
 
 

The 58
th

 issue of the Quarterly Research Journal Noor-e- 

Marfat is here. The 1
st
 paper of this issue is entitled as 

"Interfaith Harmony in the Context of Surat-i-Taiba - An 

Analytical Study". According to this paper, all the prophets 

(peace be upon them) have taught peace, love and harmony to 

their nations. This is the reason why there are highly important 

examples for Muslims to behave tolerantly with followers of 

other religions in the biography of the Holy Prophet of Islam 

(a.s). This paper prescribes that the followers of Holy Prophet 

(a.s) should follow this noble practice and stop any actions that 

lead to anarchy, violence, narrow-mindedness and religious 

hatred in the human society.  

According to Islam, in addition to spiritual instructions, this is 

also an obligation of the parents to fulfil the material needs of 

their children to bring them to perfection. According to Islam, 

the most important responsibilities of parents for the physical 

development of children include that they fulfill the material 

and physical needs of children and take special care of their 

food, sports, play and growth and teach them modern skills. In 

order to highlight the importance of this topic, the 2
nd

 paper of 

this issue is entitled as "Responsibilities of Parents for 

Physical Upbringing of Children in the Light of Quran and 

Hadiths". 

3
rd

 article of this issue is related to another important religious 

responsibility of Muslims. In fact, in the Holy book (Quran) 

and the Sunnah of the Holy Prophet (a.s), Muslims have been 

given a clear order to love and be kind to the Ahl al-Bayt of 

the Prophet. Unfortunately, some Muslims show laziness in 

showing love and obedience to Imams from Ahl al-Bayt (peace 

be upon them). In this article under the title "The Excellence 

and Superiority of the Ahl al-Bayt (peace be upon them) from 

the viewpoint of the 4 Imams", the four major imams of 
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Muslims, namely Imam Abu Hanifah, Imam Malik, Imam 

Ahmad bin Hanbal and Imam Shafi'i, are the Imams of the 

Muslims. The association with the Ahl al-Bayt (peace be upon 

them) has been highlighted and it has been proved that 

according to the 4 Imams, the Imams from the Ahl al-Bayt are 

the ones with the same attributes, who are the most superior in 

virtues and they deserve to be loved and obeyed. 

The topic of the 4
th

 paper is veil. In this paper titled as "The 

Veil: in the Teachings of Islam and other Religions" the 

importance of the most effective factor in protecting human 

chastity has been highlighted. The content of this paper is that 

Hijab is not just a piece of cloth, it is the reality of a virtuous 

life. This is the reason why the protection of hijab is not only 

the order of the religion of Islam, but it is the voice of human 

conscience and the order of all religions. According to most 

religions, hijab is a woman's modesty and necessity. 

The 5
th
 article under the title “Historiography and Muslims" is a 

translation of the preface of the book Rasool Jafarian's book 
"Political History of Islam- The Biography of the Gods’ 
Messenger (PBUH)". In this paper, the historical mindset and 

historical legacy of Arabs before Islam, the importance of 

historiography among Muslims after the emergence of Islam, the 

attention of Muslim rulers on historiography, the effects of 

historical writings of other nations on Arabs, historiography 

among Muslims. Various genres, as well as Muslim biographies 

and biographies and historiography, are examined. This paper 

provides an excellent method of research in history for those 

working on Muslim history. 

The final paper of this issue, entitled "Tuffa –Tul- Ahwazi  

Sharah Jamia Tirmizi- An Analytical Review of the Style of  

Mulana  Abdul  Rehman Mubarik Puri" deals with the art of 

bibliography. In this paper, as an expert muhadith, Him Abdul 

Rahman bin Abdul Rahim Mubarakpuri's distinctions of the 

demonstrations of Jamiah Tirmidhi have been described. 
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According to the author, the biography of the narrators of Jama 

Tirmidh Jamiah Tirmidhi, the identification of Imam Tirmidhi's 

efforts in correcting the hadiths, the explanation of textual 

difficulties, the identification of incorrect interpretations of the 

hadiths, and the identification of the right way in different 

religions are the excellent features of this book. 

 

This issue of Quarterly Research Journal Noor-e- Marfat, 

dominated by these 6 scholarly articles, will surely quench the 

thirst of knowledge of our readers. We pray to Allah Ta'ala to 

bestow the best reward on this presentation to the paper writers 

and our team and to increase the insight of our readers. (آمین)! 

 

Dr. Sheikh Muhammad Hasnain 

Editor Quarterly Noor-e-Ma'rfat 

 


